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Abstract— The Grid approach provides the ability to
access, utilize, and manage a variety of heterogeneous re-
sources in virtual organizations across multiple domains
and institutions. Selecting appropriate resources within
such a distributed Grid environment to satisfy quality of
service requirements is a complex and difficult task. This
paper proposes a reputation management framework for
Grids to facilitate a distributed and efficient mecha-
nism for resource selection. Our reputation management
service is based on the concept of dynamic trust and
reputation adaptation based on community experiences
to classify, select, and tune the allocation of entities,
including resources, service, and services provided by
people. The framework can evaluate through specialized
services simple contextual quality statements in order
to effect the reputation for a monitored resource. The
proposed reputation service uses a novel algorithm for
evaluating Grid reputation by combining two known
concepts (a) using eigenvectors to compute reputation and
(b) integrating global trust. We the resulting framework
GridEigenTrust framework.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Grid computing [1] initially focused on large-scale
resource sharing, innovative applications, and achieve-
ment of high-performance. Today, the Grid approach
[?] suggests the development of a distributed service
environment that integrates a wide variety of resources
with various quality of service capabilities to support
scientific and business problem solving environments.
However, optimal utilization of these distributed ser-
vices and resources often require the Grid user to
make a prudent decision regarding the capanility of
these remote resources. Users are faced with questions
such as: which resources are available remotely, what
capabilities do these resources have, am I authorized to
use these resources, and on which resources do I have
the chance to execute my tasks with the most success?

In a typical Grid scenario users are interested
in identifying possible candidate resources through
meta information that is obtained from directories,
databases, or registries. However, the current gener-
ation of Grid information services provides only the

most elementary information to guide a more so-
phisticated quality of service based resource selection
process. The Globus Monitoring and Directory Service
(MDS) [2] provides a limited set of information about
Grid resources including static and possibly dynamic
properties. In many cases the information returned by
this service is costly to obtain, inaccurate or outdated,
and does not integrate a resource selection service.
Additionally, we often lack information in regards to
a metric that provides information about the quality of
the provided entities similar to an Internet shopping
site, which classifies included items while augmenting
them with information in regards to functionality, ap-
pearance, availability, and price, but also appreciations
by its shoppers. Furthermore, the sporadic nature of
the Grid and its measured values and the possibility
to integrate ad hoc services [?] in a Grid environment
of which no historical data is available poses a severe
limitation on prediction services.

This motivated us to design a reputation service for
Grids to assist in the selection process for resources
while integrating the notion of trust and reputation.
Trust is already a critical parameter in the decision
making process of several peer-to-peer (P2P) frame-
works. Reputation is computed using a trust rating
provided by users of services through a feedback
mechanism. Reputation-based service and product se-
lection has proved to be a great asset for online sites
such as eBay [3] and Amazon [4].

Hence, we propose a sophisticated Grid service that
selects through a hierarchical process, sets of resource
and service as suitable candidates to fulfill quality
of service requirements. This includes the selection
of trusted resources that best satisfies application re-
quirements according to a predefined trust metric.
Therefore, we propose that our hierarchical resource
selection process is augmented by the qualitative and
quantitative experiences in regards to previous transac-
tions with resources so we can integrate this experience
in future resource selections.
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We envision such a reputation system for Grids,
in which resources and services are ranked based on
the reputation they obtain. Generating a reputation
or establishing trust by entities (resources, services,
and individuals) in regards to their availability and
capability. We believe that such a reputation service
framework is of crucial importance for Grid computing
to increase reliability, utilization, and popularity. Trust
and reputation serve as an important metric to avert
the usage of under provisioned and malicious resources
with the help of community feedback; they provide the
ability to simplify the selection process while focusing
first on qualitative concerns.

Consider the example to design a Grid environment
that agglomerates expensive and specialized resources
including high-performance servers, storage databases,
advanced scientific instruments, and sophisticated ser-
vices to visualize macromolecules [5] or nano-material
[6] structures. In these usage scenarios we require the
availability of reliable ad hoc Grid services to fulfill the
necessary quality of service requirements posed by the
secured real-time use. Furthermore, the sporadic and
time limited nature of the services and resources used
may result in a lack of historical data posing severe
limitations on prediction services.

Community based adaptive metrics like trust and
reputation serve as building blocks to support our
quality of service requirements. It is important to
recognize that the self-evaluation of a service must
be an integral part of the Grid architecture in order
to increase reliability and predictability. Consider the
case in which a service claims it will provide a
particular level of quality and engages in a service
level agreement with another service. Assume, this
service fails to deliver the promised agreement. Hence,
the request is not fulfilled. Choosing a more reliable
service can avoid this problem. We conclude that it
is imperative to provide a service that evaluates the
promised agreement and is available for future refer-
ence. We introduce a new framework and algorithm,
called GridEigenTrust.

Our paper is structured as follows. In SectionII
and III , we define the terms trust and reputation and
provide an overview of the existing reputation systems
for the Grids and their limitations. In SectionIV-A ,
we present the general requirements of Grid reputation
framework and service. In SectionIV andV, we pro-
pose a new algorithm for managing reputation in Grid-
based systems and discuss its underlying architecture.
After we provide an overview of other related work
we summarize future work and conclude our work.

II. T RUST AND REPUTATION

In this section we define the basic terminology that
will be used throughout the rest of the paper.

A. Definition: Trust

Trust is an ambiguous concept that defies exact
definition. However, a notion of trust can be established
with sufficient detail for specific operational purpose.
For our proposed framework, we define trust as the
underlying principle for a security mechanism applica-
ble in a global context. As such, trust is a mechanism
for reducing risk in unknown situations. Hence, trust
has an important role as a commodity that enables
interactions in an unfamiliar environment while weigh-
ing the risks associated with actions performed in that
environment.

B. Definition: Reputation

Reputation refers to the value we attribute to a
specific entity1, including agents, services, and persons
in the Grid, based on the trust exhibited by it in the
past. It reflects the perception that one has of another’s
intentions and norms. Resource reputation provides
a way of assigning quality or value in regards to a
resource. If a resource is known to provide certain
qualities over a period of time irrespective of its
limitations, then it is assumed to have good reputation.

C. Definition: Reputation Service

A reputation service is defined as a secure infor-
mative service responsible for maintaining a dynamic
and adaptive trust and reputation metric for its commu-
nity. Grid resources, including services providers and
consumers, continuously interact with the reputation
service to create a community rating mechanism that
co-operatively assists their future decisions based on
the overall community experiences.

III. B ASIS OFGRIDEIGENTRUST

Before discussing our Grid reputation management
framework and the GridEigenTrust algorithm, we pro-
vide a short overview of current research efforts that
form the basis of our work. The GridEigenTrust al-
gorithm is inherently based on the peer-to-peer (P2P)
EigenTrust algorithm [7] and the use of reputation to
define evolving and managed trust in Grids through
the introduction of global trust [8]. The GridEigen-
Trust algorithm combines these algorithms making it
conducive for a large Grid environment by increasing
its scalability.

1For simplicity, we refer to a resource, service, and a user as entity
in the rest of the paper.



A. EigenTrust Algorithm for P2P Networks

A reputation management algorithm for P2P net-
works, called EigenTrust, is introduced in [7]. Every
peeri rates other peers based on the quality of service
they provide. Therefore, every peerj with whom i had
business with will be rated with a gradesij (i

sij→ j). To
globalize this algorithm the individual grading scheme
is normalized as described in [7]. Hence, for each peer
j, the normalized local trust valuecij is defined as
follows:

cij =
max(sij , 0)∑

j

max(sij , 0)
(1)

The normalized local trust values throughout the
P2P domain needs to be aggregated. This procedure
can be done by means of a transitive trust mechanism:
peer i asks its acquaintances for their opinions about
other peers and weighs the opinion by the trust it places
in his friends:

tij =
∑

k

cikckj (2)

where tij represents the trust that peeri puts in
peer j based on the opinion of his friends{k}. The
coefficients are assembled into a matrix,C = [cik],
hence the equation (2) is written in matrix notation as
shown in equation (3).

~Ti = CT ~ci (3)

The process of obtaining the trust values of friends
is repeated to obtain the transitive closure of the matrix
(i.e., T = (CT )2ci would mean that peeri is asking
for opinion of his friends’ friends, andT = (CT )3ci

for the opinions of their friends). Therefore, aftern
iterations, wheren is the rank of the matrix, the
transitive trust is obtained. Hence,T should converge
to the same vector for every peeri. SinceC is a row
stochastic matrix, its largest eigenvalue is 1. Hence, the
principal eigenvector ofCT is computed (i.e. the left
eigenvector of C). However, this algorithm converges
very fast because of the size of the second eigenvalue
as shown in [9].

B. Managing Reputation in Grid Networks

In [8], [10] several aspects of trust values are
considered as part of the global reputation model.
First, the trust values decay with time. Second, trust
relationships are based on a weighted combination of
the direct relationship between domains as well as
on the global reputation of the domains. Finally, the
trust model should stimulate organizations to sanction

entities who are not behaving consistently in the Grid
environment and who break trust relations.

To simplify the notation of our contributions
throughout the paper we follow the notation as intro-
duced in [8], [10].

• Let Di andDj denote two domains.
• Let Γ(Di, Dj , t, c) denote a trust relationship

based on a specific contextc at a given timet
of Di towardsDj .

• Let Θ(Di, Dj , t, c) denote a direct relationship for
the contextc at time t of Di towardsDj .

• Let Ω(Dj , t, c) denote the global reputation ofDj

for the contextc at time t.
• Let DTT (Di, Dj , c) denote a direct trust table

entry ofDi for Dj for contextc. It is a table that
records the trust value from the last transaction
betweenDi andDj .

• Let Υ(t − tij , c) denote the decay function for
specific contextc wheret is current time andtij
is the time of the last update of DTT or the time
of the last transaction betweenDi andDj .

Contexts in Grids can be numerous, varying from
executing jobs, storing information, downloading data,
and using the network. The main issue in trust man-
agement is computingΓ(Di, Dj , t, c). In [8], [10],
Γ(Di, Dj , t, c) is computed as the weighted sum of
direct relationship between domain and global reputa-
tion of the domain.

Γ(Di, Dj , t, c) = α ·Θ(Di, Dj , t, c) + β · Ω(Dj , t, c)
(4)

whereα, β ≥ 0, α + β = 1.
The direct relationship is affected by the time

elapsed between inter-domain contacts, hence

Θ(Dj , t, c) = DTT (Di, Dj , c) ·Υ(t− tij , c) (5)

The global trust for domainDj is computed as

Ω(Dj , t, c) =
n∑

k=1

DTT (Dk, Dj , c) ·R(Dk, Dj) ·Υ(t− tkj , c)

n∑
k=1

(Dk)

(6)

whereR(Dk, Dj) is the recommender’s trust level.
Since reputation is primarily based on what domains

say about another domain, the recommender’s trust
factor R(Dk, Dj) is introduced to prevent cheating
through collusions among a group of domains. Hence,
R(Dk, Dj) is a value between 0 and 1 and will have



a higher value ifDk andDj are unknown or have no
prior relationship among each other and a lower value
if Dk andDj are allies or business partners.

IV. GRIDEIGENTRUST FRAMEWORK

Next we introduce more details about our proposed
GridEigenTrust framework. We start with providing
general requirements, the introduction of the semantic
of our framework, and an elaboration of the algorithms
enabling the introduction of a Global reputation in
Grids.

A. Requirements

Any given reputation framework for the Grid must
adhere to a basic set of minimal requirements.

a) Simplicity: The system should adhere to a
simple design that enables minimal overhead in terms
of computational, infrastructure, storage requirements.

b) Fairness: The framework should be fair
while calculating the reputation. Ideally, the reputa-
tion of an institution should not calculated within the
institution; rather it must be computed by combining
independent evaluations from external services reusing
the institutions entities.

c) Robustness:The system should not enable
advantages for malicious entities with poor reputations
to continuously change their identities to obtain new
status. To avoid false reporting a mechanism must
be provided to evaluate the accuracy of the reported
reputation. Additionally, newcomers in the system will
be penalized and established entities will be awarded to
encourage and improve consistent good behavior over
time.

d) Scalability: The system should be scalable
to assist a large community. For example, scalability
within the Grid environment should be increased by
interacting with additional information services to, for
example, maintain load balancing. If the resource se-
lection decisions are contingent only on the reputation
severe load imbalance can occur in a large-scale Grid
with some dominant resources.

B. GridEigenTrust Framework Semantics

The approach discussed in SectionIII-B has several
limitations. First, under the assumption that we have
several domains it is costly to compute the global trust
(Equation6) as we will have to consider all domains
in the network for increased accuracy.

Hence, its scalability is limited. To improve scala-
bility, one can compute the global trust among a set
of neighbors; however, this would represent a global
trust between neighbors but local trust. Second, the
authors suggest in their study limiting the number

of contexts on. Specifically, the authors reduced the
number of contexts in the study to only three: printing,
storage, and computing. However, in Grid environ-
ments we deal with many more contexts than just
printing, storage, and computing. An example would
be the evaluation of trust and reputation for network
characteristics which is an essential part of any Grid
infrastructure.

The eigenvalue approach chosen inIII-A is ex-
plicitly designed for P2P networks. It has not been
applied to the underlying architecture of Grids that
introduce virtual organizations providing an obvious
classification of resources, users, and their reputation.

Hence, we design a new algorithm that overcomes
the limitations of these two approaches. We apply the
EigenTrust algorithm explained inIII-A to address the
problems of scalability and multiple contexts while at
the same time introducing a global trust value based
on the ability of institutions to maintain a trusted
Grid environment and provide the high-performance
community with reputation services.

Fig. 1. Institutions contribute in various ways their resources and
services to possibly various virtual organizations.

To apply these frameworks to community Grids
[?] it is important to revisit in more detail the role
of virtual organizations and institutions participation
in creating them. As shared resources in a virtual
organization are contributed by various institutions it
is important to recognize the need of an elaborate
reputation service network that deals with the fact that
resources can be part of multiple domains and VOs.
The different cases are depicted in Figure1. Here,
the institutionsI1, I7 and I2 are a part of virtual
organizations A, B and C respectively, whereas one
part of I3 belongs to VO A and the other part belongs



to VO C. Institution I6 does not belong to any of
these virtual organizations. Considering these various
possibilities, the management of reputation in Grids
becomes quite complex.

Fig. 2. Example of a distribution of reputation management
framework based on reputation services in a Grid.

We address the complexity by introducing a set
of reputation services that may even be arranged in
hierarchies. To illustrate this point, let us consider the
scenario shown in Figure2.

In this scenario, two VOs are depicted containing
two institutions each. Each institution has a set of
entities, specifically physical resources, services, and
users. Hence, we have introduced an implicit hierarchy
based on entities, institutions, and virtual organiza-
tions. We assign a reputation to the entities in the
lowest level. Based on the reputation of the entities
the reputation of the institution gets updated. Finally
we compute the reputation of a virtual organization
by using the reputation values of all the institutions
that belong to the virtual organization. Our reputation
service can be reused and integrated in each level of
the hierarchy.

The number of reputation services needed for a
virtual organization or institution may vary based on
its implicit size determined by the entities and the
hierarchy they define. Each reputation service is re-
sponsible for a subset of entities within the hierarchy.
The reputation services compute the reputation in a
collaborative, but distributed fashion. It will even be
possible to distribute previous reputation values from
entities in the network in order to increase lookup
speeds. In order to calculate and maintain the reputa-
tion, each reputation service uses the GridEigenTrust
algorithm described in the next section.

C. GridEigenTrust Algorithm

To describe our GridEIgenTrust algorithm we reuse
the notation used in SectionIII-B .

First, we establish a trust value for each entity based
on various contexts it supports within an institution.
Second, we use the termreliability trust for referring
to a trust value for each institution.Reliability trust
differs from other context trust due to the fact that it
agglomerates several context trust values to a single
one. It reflects a general opinion of the reliability of
an institution to provide accurate information on what
resources this institution supplies. Due to this simpli-
fication a reliability trust between institutions can be
calculated quickly to obtain the global trust.

By combining reliability trust of the institution,
which is not present in the previous introduced meth-
ods, and the trust level of a entity within institution
(for specific contextc at time t) we can derive a
reliable trust value for the given entity. We apply the
eigenvector mathematical model to compute the global
reputation of an institution. Currently, we compute the
reputation of a virtual organization as weighted sum
of the reputations of all institutions that belong to the
virtual organization.

D. Calculating the Trust of Entities

To describe how an institution maintains trust pa-
rameters of its entities, we modify the notation from
Section III-B . Since we are calculating trust values
locally, i.e. within an institution, we omit the first
parameter in the function specification, which denotes
the entity from which the trust value was obtained.

All entities that use resources or collaborate with
users within another institution grade the quality and
reliability of the requested entity. When the entity
represents a certain resource or service, we usually
call this trust valueservice reputation. When entities
represent users, this value represents auser reputation,
trust, or reliability parameter associated with the user.
The overall grade of the entity is established as the
weighted sum of the previous grade (which decays
with time) and the new grade. It is also important
to consider how much we trust the institution from
which the remote entity (i.e. entity that gives the grade)
originates its requests.

If Θp(Di, ti, c) is the previous cumulative grade
established at timeti for entity Di within context c,
Gj(t, c) is a new grade given by entity from institu-
tion Ij and T (Ij) reliability trust level of institution
Ij , overall new cumulative gradeΘ(Di, t, c) can be



calculated as

Θ(Di, t, c) =
α(c) ·Θp(Di, ti, c) ·Υ(t− ti) + β(c) · T (Ij) ·Gj(t, c)

α(c) + β(c)
(7)

whereα(c), β(c) ≥ 0.
We notice that equation7 is similar to 5 from

SectionIII-B . However, the parametersα(c) andβ(c)
reflect the context importance of the latest grade the
entity received.

If an institution just joined the Grid, the initial trust
values will be set to a low initial value since the trust
must be earned first. However, if the entity for which
we assign the trust is sufficiently similar to others in the
already existing Grid, an initial value can be obtained
from these already integrated entities. We chose the
lowest trust value. However, it will be penalized with
a linear correction function.

Let Θ0(Di, t0, c) denote the initial trust value for
an entity Di within our institution for a contextc.
Let Θ(Di, ti, c) denote the cumulative reputation value
gathered from other entities (defined by equation (7)).
Then the initial trust of the entity is the weighted sum
between these two values:

Γ(Di, t, c) =
γ(c) ·Θ0(Di, t0, c) + δ(c) ·Θ(Di, ti, c)

γ(c) + δ(c)
(8)

whereγ(c), δ(c) ≥ 0.

E. Calculating the Reliability Trust between Institu-
tions

The reliability trust of institutionIi toward institu-
tion Ij reflects the opinion of institution Ii about the
quality and trustworthiness of information institution Ij

supplies. Therefore, we introduce besides maintaining
individual contexts also global context (compare Sec-
tion III-B ). We use a similar notation as we used in
the SectionIII-B but we omit the parameterc. In case
we do have a priori knowledge about the initial trust
information we assign this value at initialization time
of our algorithm.

Let the initial value of trust be represented as
C(Ij). Reliability trust should be obtained through the
weighted sum of direct experience and global trust
value of institutionIj .

Direct experience can be calculated in the same
way as in equation7. It is a normalized weighted sum
betweenC(Ij), the cumulative grade from the previous
periodΘp(Ii, Ij , tij) and the new gradeG(t).

Users within institutionIi grade the reputation of
a certain entityDj within institution Ij with grade

Φ(Dj). Also, institution Ij advertises the quality of
service of this entity with grade∆(Dj). Then, insti-
tution Ii will grade reliability of information given by
institution Ij with gradeG(t). For determining grade
G(t) we have three cases:

• If Φ ∈ [∆− ε,∆− ζ], new gradeG(t) is 1.
• If Φ > ∆− ζ, new gradeG(t) is bigger than 1.
• If Φ < ∆ − ε, new gradeG(t) is less than 1,

depending on how much theΦ differs from ∆
Direct experience that institutionIi has withIj at

some timet, Θ(Ii, Ij , t) can be calculated in the same
way as in equation7. It is a normalized weighted sum
betweenC(Ij), cumulative grade from the previous
periodΘp(Ii, Ij , tij) and the new gradeG(t).

Θ(Ii, Ij , t) =
α · C(Ij) + β ·Θp(Ii, Ij , tij) ·Υ(t− tij) + γ ·G(t)

α + β + γ
(9)

whereα, β, γ ≥ 0.
Global reliability trust of institutionIj , Ω(Ij , t)

can now be calculated with the EigenTrust algorithm
explained in the SectionIII-A . If we replacecij with
Θ(Ii, Ij , t) in SectionIII-A , we obtain a matrixC =
[Θ(Ii, Ij , t)], and initial vector ~T0 = t0(i), t0(i) =
C(Ii). Now we have all the ingredients to apply a
power iteration for computing the principal eigenvector
of CT , which represents global reliability trust values
for institutions in Grids.

We can summarize the basic steps of the algorithm
as follows:

Entity Di within institution I1 wants to use entity
Dj within institution I2 in the contextc at time t.

• Consider the reliability trust ofI2 computed using
the EigenTrust algorithm,Ω(I2, t).

• Ask Di aboutΓ(Dj , t, c), the trust value of insti-
tution Dj within institution I2.

• In calculating the overall trust value for entityDj ,
in formula (4) replaceΩ(Dj , t, c) with Ω(I2, t) ·
Γ(Dj , t, c)

• Compute the overall trust for the entity
Γ(Di, Dj , t, c) with formula (4) and (5).

After computing the trust values, we can compare
them to suggest the resource with highest reputation.
Various modifications, such as the introduction of a sta-
tistical selection algorithm based on random variables,
are obviously possible.

This combined approach has several advantages.
First, this algorithm converges rapidly and introduces
less overhead than computing global trust values for
individual entities within every context. One of the
reasons is the number of values for computation is not



too large since we are computing global trust values of
institutions through hierarchies, not an overall pool of
individual entities. Second, institutions would make an
effort to report accurate trust information about their
entities since wrong information will be penalized,
lowering the global trust of the institution.

V. REPUTATION SERVICE ARCHITECTURE

The architecture of an individual reputation service
is shown in Figure3. It consists of a collection
manager, calculation manager, data collection manager,
and reporter. The collection manager is responsible
for evaluating the quality statement describing the
requested reputation, and collecting relevant data from
the entities such as resources and users. It gives the
collected data to the computation manager. The com-
putation manager computes the reputation values of
entities based on the context specified and gives the
result to the Storage manager that stores the values
to maintain a global and historical view. The reporter
contacts the storage manager to report the reputation
values whenever queried by some entity in the Grid.

Fig. 3. Architecture of a reputation service.

Hence, when an application submits a request for a
service cast in a qualitative statement to the reputation
service, the reputation service evaluates the statement
and computes the reputation for all the entities provid-
ing the required service using the heuristics explained
in SectionIV-C. It contacts other reputation services
if required and returns the information regarding the
services and their reputation back to the requester.
Hence the requester can decide to select the service by
looking at the reputation values. This procedure can be
easily modified for enabling and enhancing automating
resource selection decisions in the Grid.

VI. RELATED WORK

Reputation has been considered in a wide variety of
systems.

• Buyers and Sellers Reputation: The online auc-
tion system eBay [3] is an important example

of successful reputation management. In eBay’s
reputation system, buyers and sellers can rate
each other after each transaction, and the overall
reputation of a participant is the sum of these
ratings over the last six months. This system
relies on a centralized system to store and manage
trust ratings. Furthermore, the information por-
tal c—net maintains also an editors ranking on
products and resellers. However individual user
responses are not integrated in a correction of the
editors ranking.

• Information Ranking: Google employs the prin-
cipal eigenvector of the matrix to compute the
PageRank [11]. PageRank is one of the methods
Google uses to determine a page’s relevance or
importance.

• Trusted Interactions: PeerTrust [12] aims to de-
velop a trust mechanism for system in which peers
can quantify and compare the trustworthiness of
other peers and perform trusted interactions based
on their past interaction histories without trusted
third parties. Work includes a trust model and a
decentralized and secure trust manager.

• Trust augmentation: The project entitled “Manag-
ing Trust Decentralized Applications” [13] aims
to provide solutions for decentralized trust man-
agement. The main focus is on turning current
decentralized information systems into trusted en-
vironments in which participants can accurately
assess the trustworthiness of their eventual part-
ners in electronic exchanges.

However, these projects do not address the problem
of dealing with multiple contexts as we do for the
Grid. Unrelated to the above efforts, there are also
a few resource management frameworks suggested as
part of traditional Grid approaches such as Condor/G
[14], Nimrod/G [15] and AppLeS [16]. We envision
that our reputation model can be used to enhance these
services. The features that distinguish our work from
the existing resource brokerage systems are:

• An automated resource discovery based on repu-
tation for information about resource availability
at any time.

• A Generic brokerage system that is not coupled
to any specific application and that analyzes his-
toric reputation information based on agreement
fulfillment.

• Dynamic information gathering through a peer
network and management framework while in-
cluding information about resource availability,
global reputation, and the ranking based on rep-
utation.

• Usage policy frameworks for resource
providers/administrators as well as users to



enable fine-grained quality of service request
specification in regards to reputation.

VII. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have described a framework for
calculating reputation in Grid-based system. The un-
derlaying algorithm to calculate the trust is scalable
and robust. It is based on introducing a global trust
value that is updated with an eigenvalue based trust
calculation algorithm. At present we are in the process
of enhancing and evaluating our framework by intro-
ducing a variety of reputation measurements that are
controlled through adaptive parameters. Such parame-
ters include malicious entities, as well as performance
differences while using a variety of update frequencies.
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